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REQUEST FOR QUOTATION (RFQ)  

for the  

Supply and Delivery of Various Core and Non-Core Relief Items  
for IOM Sierra Leone 

 

BID BULLETIN  

Addendum No. 2 

 
This Addendum No. 02 is issued to modify information provided in the Request for Quotation and 
General Instructions to Suppliers for the Supply and Delivery of Various Core and Non-Core Relief 
Items for IOM Sierra Leone issued to the prospective Suppliers on August 17, 2017. 

 

A. Inquiries from vendors 

 
1. Q: Last item says Rubber bowl. From the IOM catalogue we understand that it should be 

Stainless steel bowl. Kindly clarify 

A:       Please offer stainless steel per IOM specifications. 
 
2. Q: Under Hygiene Kit, please advise: 

  Size of Nail cutter: 7cmX1cm 

            ml for the Dis-infection Solution for cleaning Dettol: 500ml 

  Size and Gsm of towel: 100cmx 150cm 

 Gsm of the fabric for the canvas bag: vendor can offer based on what is suitable for 

the contents of the bag 

suitable Size: size that can accommodate all hygienic items.  

A:        response above in blue Font  
 
3. Q: What are the specifications of mega phones viz output rate size of the batteries to be 

used, distance to be covered, whether you require inbuilt storage + USB port, volume control, 
etc? 

A:       1KM- 4XD batteries (1.5 V) comfortable Grip, with inbuilt storage-USB Port, 

volume         control.  
 

4. Q: Clause 9.1: “Suppliers are required to use the forms provided as Annexes in this 
document “. This means that we are supposed to use the forms provided with the tender 
document which should be signed and stamped. However clause 10.2.4 says that we should 
submit our quotes on letter head. Kindly clarify if we suppose to use the forms provided with 
the tender document or quote on letter head. 

 A. Print the forms provided on company letterhead and then sign and stamp. 
 
5. Q. The Incoterm provided is DAP IOM warehouse Sierra Leone. It also says that we are 

supposed to quote price excluding vat. However about the duty exemption? Please clarify if 
the price to be quoted should be excluding duty and vat or inclusive of duty and excluding vat? 

 A. Mission will be responsible for the customs clearance. Vendor to include freight 

and insurance charges from origin to delivery destination. 

 
6.  Q. We would like to request extension on the submission of quotes. 

  A. Deadline for submission of quotation and other required documents is extended 

until 05 September 2017 on or before 1600H Sierra Leone Time. 

  


